
GLANCES OF PERPLEXITY: A Short 
Walking Manual to Hong Kong’s 
Hidden Conditions. 
 

WAYS OF SEEING 
John Berger (1926-2018) the late artist, critic, poet and radical British thinker wrote 
profusely about how we as humans look at things.  Through looking we comprehend, 
“Seeing comes before words. The child looks and recognizes before it can speak” is the 
opening sentence of his 1972 book titled “Way of Seeing”1 where Berger outlines in 7 
essays, the process of seeing: to paraphrase Berger, the way we see is affected by what 
we know and what we believe.  The five walks here presented in this short article, taken 
through the island of Hong Kong, are an attempt to capture why and how this city 
stimulates our imagination, through the act of wondering we learn to appreciate the 
other, and I would argue the “real”, city that is ingrained with fascinating hidden 
narratives.   
 

INVISBLE URBAN BACKROUND 
When you live in a city, the quotidian tends to become invisible, we become unable to 
focus on the mundane experiences that make up our everyday life.  The reasons are 
multiple, from being distracted by our phones to straightforward absent mindedness, 
however as a result we become immune to perceiving Hong Kong’s unique 
“background”2 atmosphere.  This “other” city, a parallel Hong Kong embedded with local 
stories and collective rituals, requires a different state of mind to be noticed: a slower, 
open and more flexible mindset that challenges assumed preconceptions and allows the 
“here and now” reality to take over.  Once this way of looking has been enabled, Hong 
Kong transforms into a city of infinite wonders, the antidote to the banality of the generic 
city. 
 

THE LOST ART OF WALKING 
On foot you are able to absorb your surroundings, digest the urban landscape, at a pace 

where your mind is able to process. Walking through the city enables observations to 

come to you rather than forcing connections between haphazard moments as we tend to 

make seeing an “instant” image.  To walk through the city one has to drift or as the 

French Situationist Guy Debord3 claimed “locomotion without a goal”, where the urban 

environment draws you into a sense of awakening and appropriation, slowly you make 

the city your own.  Paradoxically urban walking is seldom practiced by locals in Hong 

                                                           
1 Berger, J. (1972). Ways of Seeing. Hardmondsworth: Penguin Books Ltd. 
2 I have always been fascinated how architects have been inept, compared to film directors, to work with 

Hong Kong’s background.  From a cinematic standpoint, Hong Kong’s background (there are no real 
architectural icons) serves to generate a context of dynamic intensity, think of recent films such as “Ghost 
in the Shell” (2017) or Wong Kar-wai’s 1994 classic “Chungking Express”. 
3 Guy Debord (1931-1994) Founder of the Situationist International who coined the term “Dérive”, a mode 

of experimental walking with the objective to study the urban terrain, and also became the basis for his 
theoretical writings about Psychogeography. 



Kong, residents stick to comfortable neighbourhood walks, while the act of walking is 

typically associated with trekking in the beautiful natural reserves that surround the built 

environment.  

HONG KONG CONDITIONS 
Ever since moving here in 2014 I have been unable to fathom how Hong Kong operates, 
lost in the midst of trying to decipher what it all means, I decided to start documenting 
the city through a series of walks.  Firstly alone and very soon with students, we prowled 
the city in search for local life, public instances of collective habitation.  Rapidly we 
realized Hong Kong did not follow any strict urban plan, vis-à-vis other Asian cities such 
as Beijing and Tokyo or even Shanghai and Guangzhou.  On the contrary, Hong Kong is 
a city that developed reactively4, as a direct reaction to given conditions, be they political 
or geographical.  This inbuilt sense of adapting, a city that constantly transforms, 
generates a unique set of conditions that I would claim become the DNA of the city. 
 

URBAN DIALECTS 
Inhabited urban conditions are a form of urban dialect, indigenous to the area; they 
reflect everyday occurrences that are at the same time fragile and temporary.  They 
represent episodes that can disappear at any one moment, but allow the residents to 
dwell as they want: playing mahjongg with friends, gambling while smoking, impromptu 
pic-nics, etc… They embody instances that develop over time and relate to local customs 
that evolve over generations, a form of local practice that adapts to the circumstantial.  
Dialect, the language of the people, is implanted with infinite nuances and subtleties that 
go back centuries in the history of a culture.  In the same manner urban dialects relate to 
how local people dwell within their environment, differentiating themselves from 
standard language (the formal city) in not being composed of static and predictable 
structures. 
 

LOOSE DIRECTIONS 
Finally, each walk has been composed as a series of staccato pieces, to be loosely 
followed and definitely not a set of strict instructions.  Our aim has been to highlight 
areas, moments, and instances that for what ever reason have disappeared from or 
collective radar.  No condition claims to be a new discovery, I doubt whether any reader 
has not encountered them before, however exposed and assembled in this unique 
configuration might conjure a novel means of perception, potentially a new perspective 
on a city that never fails to amaze us. 
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4 For a comprehensive history of Hong Kong’s architectural development refer to Shelton, B., 

Karakiewicz, J., & Kvan, T. (2011). The Making of Hong Kong: from Vertical to Volumetric. London: 

Routledge. 
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